
2017-2018 Wedding Film
Collections

Our Feature Films are created by weaving beautiful cinematic footage of your wedding

day with dialog, natural sound and an intricate soundtrack to show the story and the

experience of your event. We focus on both the intimate moments, as well as your family,

guests, locations and details to fully encapsulate your wedding in to a cinematic work of

art. The end result is a creative film that invokes emotion and excitement in the

audience.... whether six months or twenty years from now.

Wedding Film Package Investments start at $3,950.

The Heirloom
3 Camera Coverage
Up to 10 hours of coverage beginning at preparations

12 Minute Feature Film
Pre-Release Trailer & Instagram Cut
Drone/Aerial Footage

Documentary Edits of Full Ceremony & Reception Main Events
Private Online Wedding Film Website Hosted in HD

http://www.inziweddingvideo.com/


RAW Footage Download

The Sundance
3 Camera Coverage
Up to 10 hours of coverage beginning at preparations

10 Minute Feature Film
Drone/Aerial Footage

Documentary Edits of Full Ceremony & Reception Main Events
Private Online Wedding Film Website Hosted in HD

RAW Footage Download

The Cannes
2 Camera Coverage

Up to 10 hours of coverage beginning at preparations

8 Minute Feature Film
Drone/Aerial Footage

Documentary Edits of Full Ceremony & Reception Main Events
Private Online Wedding Film Website Hosted in HD

The Tribeca
2 Camera Coverage

Up to 10 hours of coverage beginning at preparations

4 Minute Feature Film
Private Online Wedding Film Website Hosted in HD

*Reception Main event edits to include Introductions, First Dance, Parent/Formal Dances,

and Toasts in their entirety. Please inquire about additional requested edits.



Enhancements:
Pre-Release Package:
A combo of edits to get everyone excited for your films release. This upgrade includes a

1.5 minute trailer film foreshadowing your upcoming feature film, along with a 60 second

cutdown version for Instagram!

Multi-Day Events:
Includes up to 6 hours of coverage with 2 cinematographers. Perfect for Sangeet events,

Tea Ceremony and other major cultural events.

Destination Travel:
We would love to travel around the world to film your wedding! Just fill us in on the

logistics, and we will provide you with a quote that includes airfare and expenses for our

cinematography team.

Translations and Subtitles:
We will translate from most languages in to any language subtitles your toasts,

ceremony and/or other dialog, so that your audience can follow along with your

international guests. 

Rehearsal Party Coverage:
We can cover your rehearsal party and capture unique moments and speeches to

integrate in to your wedding film, creating a truly unique experience for you and your

audience!

Creative Session:
Let us capture unique footage to use in your feature film. Anything from running on the

beach to driving a Lamborghini, let's make a movie! This is a way to get some really

remarkable footage without restricting yourselves to the logistics and timeline of your

wedding day. It's also a great way to get to know each other before the event!

Additional Overtime:
Our packages are structured to cover a typical wedding day, although sometimes our

clients have a more lengthened timeline or need additional coverage. Add more overtime

to meet any of your coverage needs.



Delivery Upgrades:
Same Day Edit:
We will shoot and edit a 3-4 minute creative highlight film and show it by the cake

cutting on your wedding day! 

Next Day Highlight:
We will shoot and edit a 3-4 minute creative highlight film and have it ready for you by

the next business day! 

30-Day Express Delivery: 
We will edit your entire package within 30 days under our express delivery platform.

4K Mastering:
Your film will be shot, edited and delivered in 4k resolution, future proofing your film for

the next advancements in video technology. *digital delivery only

Disc Authoring:
Digital is the new standard, and offers the most convenient and future-proof method for

viewing your film. If you still wish to receive disc authoring, we can create a set of discs

complete with premium artwork and packaging.

I N Q U I R E  F O R  P R I C I N G  ( / I N Q U I R E )

http://www.inziweddingvideo.com/inquire
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